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There is a language L and structures A~ and A 2 for L such that, for each closed 
formula F of deterministic regular dynamic logic, the formula F is valid in A ~ if and 
only if F is valid in A 2. There is, however, a closed formula of nondeterministic 
regular dynamic logic is both valid in A t and not valid in A z. Thus, nondeter- 
minism adds to the expressive power even in the presence of quantifiers. This 
answers Meyer's question. Moreover, the proof here, unlike that of Berman, 
Halpern, and Tiuryn (1982, in "Automata, Language, and Programming," Springer, 
Berlin), holds in the presence of first-order tests as well as quantifier-free t sts. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the papers Harel (1979), Meyer and Winklmann (1982), and Tiuryn 
(1982) there is Meyer's question: Is deterministic dynamic logic (DDL) 
strictly weaker than dynamic logic (DL)? 
To answer Meyer's question, we consider the first-order language L in 
which the only nonlogical symbols are the unary function symbols f and g. 
Our proof is based on the excellent result of P. S. Novikov and S. I. Adian 
about the existence of an infinite group with generators f and g and the 
identity x"= 1. In his book Adian (1979), the author proved that one can 
take n = 701. Thus, we fix the infinite group A with generators f and g and 
the identity X 701= 1. Let G(A)=(A; f ,g )  be the structure for L, where 
f (e)  =fe, g(e)=ge in G(A) for all e inA. 
The theory Th of G(A) admits elimination of quantifiers. Indeed, let F be a 
quantifier-free formula of L. We shall prove that (3x) F is equivalent in Th 
to a quantifier-free formula of L. We can suppose without loss of generality 
that F is a conjunction of formulas of the form x = by i and x ~ by i (cx = by i 
is equivalent to x--=- (e lb)yi). If F is of the form 
n ( n+m 
x=bYl A (i~_ix~-biYo(i)) A \iLlX=/=ctiyo(i) ), 
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then (3x)F is equivalent in Th to 
n (n+m Yo(ti))" 
(iAl bYl = bi Yo(i) ) A \i=~n+ l byl 4= ai 
And if F is of the form 
f i •  X --it: a i Yo( i ) ,  
i -1  
then (3x)F is equivalent in Th to true. 
Let B be the union of two disjoint isomorphic opies of G(A). Since Th 
admits elimination of quantifiers, B is elementarily equivalent to G(A). But 
the formula of DL 
(Vx)(Vy)(((x ~ f(x))  U (x ~ g(x)))*}x = y (1) 
is valid in G(A) and is not valid in B. 
A mapping h:An-~A n will be called a linear mapping if there is a 
mapping o: {1,...,n}~{1,...,n} and a~ .... ,a ,  in A such that h(el,...,e,)= 
(aleo~ ..... a, eo~,~ ) for each e~ ..... e, in A. A conjunction of equalities of the 
forms x i = axj, where a is in A, will be called a condition. Let T 1 .... , T m be 
conditions and Pl,'",Pm,Pm+l be linear mappings. Then we define 
P= (P~,'",Pm,Pm+l; T~,..., Tm) to be a mapping p: A "~A ~ such that, for 
each e in A",p(e) is defined as follows. If T~(e) is true then p(e)=p~(e). If 
T~(e),..., Tt_l(e ) are not true, but T~(e) is true, then p(e) =pi(e). If each of 
Tl(e),..., Tm(e ) is not true then p(e)=pm+~(e). A mapping p will be called a 
bitwise linear mapping (bl) if there are m,p~,...,pm, Pro+l, T~,..., T m such 
thatp is (Pl,"',Pm,Pm+1; T1 .... , Tin). 
Taitslin and Boyarskaya noted that, if each bl is periodic, in Th each 
formula of DDL is equivalent to a first-order formula. 
Taitslin's conjecture that each bl is periodic was proved by N. N. Repin in 
March 1981. Using this proof, in Boyarskaya, Repin, and Taitslin (1981) an 
answer to Meyer's question was published. But I. H. Musikaev gave a coun- 
terexample from which it is easy to see that Repin's proof is erroneous. 
We give a new proof of Taitslin's conjecture here. This paper was written 
in September 1982. In October 1982, Professor Meyer sent us the paper 
(Berman, Halpern, and Tiuryn, 1982) in which there is also an answer to 
Meyer's question. But in the latter paper DL and DDL are distinguished by 
an infinite class of structures. Moreover, our proof, unlike that of Berman et 
al. (1982), holds in the presence of first-order tests as well as quantifier-free 
tests. 
In December 1982, Stolboushkin proved that in Th each formula of 
context-free DDL is equivalent to a first-order formula. This result will be 
published separately. 
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2. MAIN RESULT 
The reader is referred to Berman et al. (1982) for a description of the 
syntax and semantics of DL  and DDL. 
We fix a natural number n. Terms are expressions of the form a and axi, 
where a is in A, x i is a variable, and i=  1,..., n. Equalities between terms 
mean identity of expressions denoting them. Let Tr be the set of all the 
terms. An n-tuple (tl,..., tn) of terms will be called a point. Let Pt be the set 
of all the points. Each bl can be viewed as a mapping from Pt to Pt. Let p be 
a bl. A natural number N will be called a p-period for s in Pt if there are i 
and j such that 1 ~ i ~ N, 1 ~<j ~< N, i 4@ and pi(s) =pJ(s).  A bl p will be 
called periodic if there is a p-period for each s in Pt. Let M be a subset of Pt. 
A bl p will be called uniformly M-periodic if some N is the p-period for each 
s in M. A uniformly Pt-periodic bl will be called uniformly periodic. The set 
of all the points in which the condition T is valid will be called the T-variety. 
I f  T is empty then the T-variety is Pt. If M is a T-variety then either M is 
empty or there are r~n,  a mapping o from {1 ..... n} onto 1 ..... r}, and 
al,...,a n in A such that 
M= {(a 1 Yo(l) ..... an Yo(n))[ Yl .... ,Yr in Tr}. (2) 
The number r will be called the dimension of M. 
It is clear that the dimension of M as defined here is umquc. Indeed, 
suppose M 1 = M 2 and 
MI  = {(al Yi 1 ..... an Yi,) [ Yi l , '",  Yi,, in Tr}, 
M2 = {(b l  Y,; ..... bn Yi;) ] Yq ..... Yi,o in Tr} 
for some fixed i l , . .. , in, i~1,..., iPn C {1 ..... n}. We can suppose that {i 1 ..... in} 
{i'~ ..... i'n}. If {i~,..., in} ¢ {i'~ ..... i;} then the point (b~xi; ..... b,xi; ) ~ M2\M I. 
Thus, M 1 4: M z • 
LEMMA 1. Each periodic bl p is uniformly periodic. 
Lemma 1 follows from 
LEMMA 2. Each periodic blp  is uniformly M-periodic for each condition 
T and T-variety M. 
Proof. We use induction on dimension r of M. Let r = 1. Let s 1 , s2 C M. 
Then s l=(a lY  1 .... , any  O, Sz=(a lY  z ..... anY2), where y l ,yzCTr .  Let 
P i (S l )= (a]i)Yl ..... a~i)yl), Pi(S2)= k~l(l~(i)'y2,..., ~nh(i)'Y2~" ~ It is easy to see that 
b(i) ~") for each natural number i > 0 and j = 1 ..... n. This statement can j -~. aj 
be proved by induction on i. Thus, a p-period for Sl is also a p-period for s2, 
so M is uniformly periodic. 
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Now assume the lemma for all the lesser dimension varieties. I f  (2) is true, 
then the point (atxo~),..., a,xocn) will be called the general point of M. Let s 
be the general point of M. Let p be (Pl ..... Pro,Pro+l; T1,'", Tin)" There are 
N, i , j  such that 1 ~< i < j ~< N, and p~(s) =y(s ) .  Let Tin+ 1 be a condition 
constantly true for all points, for example, Xl = x I . For every natural number 
1 >/0, let m I <~ m be the least nonnegative integer such that pl(s) satisfies 
Trot+l, and T ~t) be a condition such that pl(s) is a general point of the T ~t)- 
variety. Let p°(s')  = s' for each s' in M, let T ~°) = T. 
It is easy to see that the T~t)-variety has dimension at most that of M. 
a ct)` ' for suitably chosen u I ..... u,  Suppose pt(s) = (a~tlXo~t,l~ . . . . . .  ~o(l,,~) _(t) ~<I) in A 
and mapping o. Let s '= (a~ Yo(,) ..... an yo(,) ) be an arbitrary point of M. 
Then we have either 
(a) pt(s')  = (a ~'),, (')y " 1 Co(l,1) ..... an oct,,)) for all l~  {1,...,N}, or 
(b) there exists l~N and q such that Tq(pt(s')), but not Tq(pt(s)). 
In case (a), we must have p i (s ' )=Y(s ' ) .  If case (b) holds, let k be the 
least l for which it holds. Then pk(s')  is in the (Tq A T(k))-variety, but pk(s) 
is not. Thus, the dimension of (Tq A T{k))-variety must be lower than that of 
T~k)-variety, and hence that of M. We can now use our inductive hypothesis. 
Let Mr, q be the (T ~l) A Tq)-variety. Let Nl, o be a p-period for each s in 
MI,  q. Let N1 be the greatest of N, NI, q (l = O, 1 ..... N; q = 1,..., mj). It is clear 
that 2N 1 is a p-period for each s in M. This proves the lemma. 
Let the length of a in A be k if both: a is equal in A to a k-length word 
formed from the alphabet { f , f -  1, g, g -  1 }, and a is not equal in A to a lesser 
length word formed from this alphabet. The distance between terms t~ and t2 
is k if there is an a in A that both the length of a is k and t I = at 2. In the 
other case the distance between t~ and t 2 is infinite. 
We fix a bl p and a point s. Let s i=Pi (S)  ,~li) it i)) = tz, . . . . . .  The condition 
(k, l) is valid in s if there is a natural number j that, for each i ) j ,  the set 
Qi = ttli), ..., t~, i)} can be divided into k parts such that the distance between 
any two terms within any one of these parts is less than l. 
Let p be (p~ ..... Pm,Pm+~; T~ .... , Tm) and let pi(tl ..... t,) = (a(i, 1) to(i,l),... , 
a(i,n)to(i,,) ) for each (tl ..... tn) in Pt, where o is a mapping from 
{1 ..... m,m+l}X{1 ..... n} to {1 ..... n} and a is a mapping from 
{1 ..... m, m + I } × { 1 ..... n} to A. If  p(t~,..., t,) =pi(t l  .... , t,) then a(i, j)  to(~v ) 
will be called the image of to(~j ) and to(g,j) will be called the pre-image of 
a( i , j )  to(i,j). Let w be greater than the length of any a(i,j). Then the distance 
between images is less than q + 2w if the distance between the pre-images 
is q. 
Let Qj be divided into k -  1 parts. Then Qi+1 can be divided into k -  1 
parts as follows. We shall put two terms in one part if and only if their pre- 
images are in one part. Thus, if Q; is divided into k -  1 parts such that the 
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distance between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than q, 
then, for j=  0, 1,..., v, Qi+j can be divided into k -  1 parts such that the 
distance between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than 
q + 2vw. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose the condition (k, l) is valid in s, but the condition 
(k - 1, l') is not valid in s for  any l'. Then, for  any u and any v, there is an i 
such that, for  j=  O, 1 ..... v, Qi+j can be divided into k parts such that both 
the distance between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than 
l and the distance between every two terms from distinct parts is greater 
than u. 
Proof We f ixu  andv.  Let i>v .  I f i - v~<j~<iand  Qj is divided into k 
parts such that both the distance between any two terms from every one of 
these parts is less than l and the distance between some two terms from 
distinct parts is less than u, then Q~ can be divided into k -  1 parts such that 
the distance between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than 
u + 2l. Hence Qi can be divided into k -1  parts such that the distance 
between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than 
u + 2l + 2vw. Since the condition (k, I) is valid, there exists q such that, for 
all j > q, the set Qj can be divided into k parts with the required properties. 
Since the condition (k -1 ,  u + 2l + 2vw) is not valid in s, there must be 
some i' > q + v such that Qi, cannot be divided into k -  1 parts with the 
required properties. Let i be i ' - v .  By the arguments above, this i satisfies 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Each bl is periodic. 
Proof The condition (n, 1) is valid in s. Suppose the condition (k, l) is 
valid in s, but the condition (k - 1, q) is not valid in s for each q. 
Let h~(a) = ab and h~(axi) = abx i for all a in A and i = 1 ..... n. It is clear 
that h b is the automorphism of (Tr;f, g), if b is inA. 
We now use Lemma 3. First we choose an appropriate u and v. There is a 
natural number w 1 such that if the distance between terms tl and t2 is greater 
than wl then, for each equality x i=ax  j from any one of T 1 .... ,Tin, the 
equalities t~ = at 2 and t 2 = at I are both false. Let h(t) = i if t is axi, where a 
is in A, h(t) = 0 if t is in A. For s = (t~,..., tn) C Pt and I__ {tl ..... tn} c Tr, let 
0(I,  s) = {(i,L ai j ,  h(ti))[ ti, tj E I; t i = ai j t j ;  i <j ;  ai j  C A }. 
A partition of {t~ ..... t,} into k parts will be called a (k, /)-partition if the 
distance between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than I. 
The set of all the sets {O(11, s) ..... 0 ( I  k, s)}, for all the points s = (t I ..... t,) 
and all the (k, /)-partitions of {t I ..... t,}, is finite. Suppose it contains v I - 1 
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elements. Let v = 702v I and u = wl + 2w + l + 1. We remind the reader that 
w is greater than the length of any a(i,j). 
There is an i such that, for j=0 ,  1 ..... v, there is a (k, /)-partition- 
I(i +j, 1) ..... I(i +j, k) of Qi+j such that the distance between any two terms 
from distinct parts is greater than u. It is clear that images are in one of 
I(i +j  + 1, 1),..., I(i + j  + i, k) if and only if the pre-images are in one of 
I(i +j, 1) ..... I(i +L k). Let O(i +j, l) be O(I(i +j, l), si+ ft. There are r and r'  
such that O<~r<v~, l< . r '<~v l - r ,  and {O(i+r, 1) ..... O( i+r ,k )}= 
{O(i + r + r', 1),..., O(i + r + r', k)}. Hence, there are b(1) ..... b(k) in A such 
that, for tj(. i+r) in I ( i+r ,q) ,  t}i+r+r')=hv,q)(t~i+r)). Now, for tj(. i+r' in 
I(i + r, q), 
#i+r+ 7Olr') = (hb(q))7Ol(#i+r)) = (li+r) 
for all j=  1 ..... n. This means that pi+r+7Olr' (S)=pi+r(s). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
From Lemmas 1 and 4, we get 
THEOREM 1. Each bl /s uniformly periodic. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose a quantifierfree first-order formula F(xl, ..., xn, 
x'  1 ..... x" ) has the following property: 
for arbitrary terms Yl ..... y, there is at most one n-tuple (y'~ ..... y',) of terms 
such that F(yl ..... y, ,  y'~ ..... y',) is valid in (Tr;f, g). 
Then F(Xl ,..., x,,  x'~ .... , x',) is equivalent in Th to a formula of the form 
f/ _ A x; b(j, ilXo ,,, e j  , (3 
j= l  i 
where R; is a conjunction of formulas of the form x k = bx I and x k :/: bx I. 
Proof We can assume that F is a disjunction of expressions each of 
which is a conjunction of expressions of the following forms: 
x; = bx~, x; = bx;, x; ~ bxj, x; 4= bx~, 
x i=bxJ, x i~bx j ,  
where b E A. Consider one of these conjunctions; call it C. We shall enrich 
C by adding new equalities of the form x[ = bxj as follows. 
If for a given j, 1 K j  ~< n, there is no equality in C of the form x; = bx m, 
but there are equalities of the forms xj = b~x'k and x~ = b2x i for some bl, b2, 
k, i, then we enrich C by adding the equaltiy xj = (b~b2)x i. Call the result 
conjunction C'. Note C'  is true exactly when C is. Let C'  be not enriched. 
Suppose that, for some j, 1 ~<j ~ n, there is no equality in C'  of the form 
xj = bx m. Let I be the set of all such j. Suppose C'  is true in (y, ..... y , ,  
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Y'l ..... y,~)CTr 2n. Let d be an element of A which has great length. Let 
y j '=y j ,  i f j~ : I ,  and yj' = hd(yj), i f jC I  (h d was defined in the proof of 
Lemma4).  It is easy to see that C', and hence also C, is true in 
(Yl ,.-., Y,, Y'[ ,..., Y~') also. But this contradicts our assumptions. 
Thus, we can suppose that in each conjunction, for any j, 1 ~<j ~ n, there 
is an equality of the form x) = bx~ for some i and b E A. Now we can replace 
all the conjuncts of the form xj  = bx[ , x j  4= bx~ , xj 4= bx i by conjuncts of the 
form :9 = bx i and :9 4= bx~. This proves Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 2. In Th each formula o f  DDL is equivalent to a f irst-order 
formula.  
P roof  For each deterministic regular program P, whose free variables 
form a subset of {xl, . . . ,x,},  we shall construct a quantifier-free first-order 
formula Fp(xl  .... , x , ,  x~ ,..., x ' )  having the following property: 
(P ) (x  1 = x '  1 A ... A x ,  = x ' )  is equivalent o Fp(xl ,..., x , ,  x~ ..... x',) in Th. 
It is easy to see that {P) true is equivalent o (3x'~) ... (2x',) F v, and that 
Fp satisfies the properties of Lemma 5. 
We shall construct F e by induction on the total number of concatenations, 
closures, and unions in P. If P is empty or P is a one-sequence program, the 
construction of Fp is obvious. Since the theory Th admits elimination of 
quantifiers, we can assume without loss of generality that all the tests in P 
are quantifier-free. If Fp and F s were constructed, then the construction of 
Fv; s and FF,? ;mo_#,?;  s is obvious. Now suppose that F v was constructed, and 
H is (F ' ? ;P )* ;  ~F '? .  We construct Fn. 
We can suppose by Lemma 5 that Fp is 
~/ x~=b( j , i )  Xou,i ) AR:  , 
j= l  
where R: is a conjunction of equalities of the form x k = bx~ and inequalities 
of the form x k 4= bx~. Note that this means that if Rj holds, then the effect of 
running program P is to set x i := b(j,  i)Xou,i ), while if ~R l A ... A ~R m 
holds, then P diverges. Moreover, it must be the case that at most one of the 
Rfs  can hold, since P is deterministic. 
Let p be (Pl ..... Pm,Pm+~ ; R~ ..... Rm), where p:(t~,..., t,) = (b(j, 1) tou,~ ).... , 
b(L  n) too.,,)) for j = 1,..., m and pm+~(tl .... , t,) = (t~ ..... t,). Note that p acts 
like P if P does not diverge, while if P diverges, then p is the identity. This p 
is not bl because there are inequalities in R 1 . . . . .  R m. 
We shall exclude inequalities from RI ..... R m by the method proposed by 
Repin. We use induction on the total number of different inequalities in 
Rl  ..... R m. Suppose the inequality x r 4= bx i appears in R1 . . . . .  R m.  Let Rj be 
R: A x r = bxi and let Rj' be obtained from R: by deleting the inequality 
x r 4= bx  i. If  R: is x~ ~ bx~ then we take Rj'  to be Xl = x~. For example, let p 
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be (P l ,P2,P3,P4;  xl ~ bx2 Ax2=ax3,  x3 =alx4 ,  xl--/:bx2). Then R '  1 and 
R~ are contradictory conjunctions and R~ is x 1 =bx  2 A x3=alx  4. I f  we 
delete all the contradictory conjunctions from the list R'I,..., R ' ,  then we get 
the list R! ' p '  i, . . . . . .  m,' ,1 ..... Rim ,. Let be (Pi~ ..... Pim,,Pm+l,Pl ..... Pro,Pro+l; R '  R'. 
x r=bx  i, R'I', .... R~). It is clear that p '=p.  In our example, r= 1, i=2 ,  
m'=l ,  i~=2,  m=3,  P '=(P2 ,  P4, P~, P2, P3, P4 ;x l=bx2Ax3=alx4 ,  
X l=bX2,  x2=ax3,  x3=a~x 4, X l=XO.  As another example, take p to be 
(P~, P2 ; xl @ bx2). Then m' =0,p '  = (p2, pl , pz ; X~ = bx2, xl =x~).  
We can suppose that all the R i are conjunctions of equalities. Let N be a 
p-period for each point. Then we can take F ,  to be 
N+I ( 
(3z71) "'" (~Zi) V zT~ = 2 A zT, = ~' A ~F' ( f i )  
i=1 
i - I  \ 
A (F' ( £~) A gp(ei, £i + 1))). 
j= l  
does not diverge, it follows that F,(x~ ..... x , ,  Since p acts like P if P 
' ,  .... x;)  is equivalent to x1 
N 
V ((F '? ;P) i ; - - 'F '?) (  x, =x~ A ... A x ,  =x; ) ,  
i=0 
and so F n has the required properties. 
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